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THE COVID-19  
EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENT 

— WHY & WHO? 
 

 
 
What the world is experiencing in 2021 and going forward is a man-made EXTINCTION 
LEVEL EVENT via an ongoing series of bioterrorists acts perpetrated by a genocidal 
conspiracy of state actors, corporate entities, NGOs, secret societies[1] and terrorist 
organizations such as NATO (aka North Atlantic Terrorist Organization). 
 
What these Covid Plandemic perpetrators have set in motion is an irreversible 
Extinction Level Event (ELE) that will eventually wend its way throughout the entire 
planetary civilization. 
 
Because of the countless vectors of dissemination of the COVID-19 bioweapon, as well 
as the numerous methods of Covid propagation, controlling this wholly manufactured 
pandemic is a function of shutting down the military-grade bioweapon labs.  Similarly, 
the various means of proliferation of this ‘coronavirus’ within national healthcare 
systems the world over must be stopped post-haste in order to halt this rapidly unfolding 
ELE. 
 
Now that the dangerous and deadly COVID-19 vaccines have gained widespread use, 
the swiftly evolving worldwide regime defined by the Covid Super Vaccination Agenda 
will contribute markedly to the ELE.  Because of the RNA and DNA altering aspects of 
the Covid injections, these ‘vaccinations’ cannot be undone.  Consequently, those 
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vaccinated individuals will either succumb to the ELE or become severely incapacitated 
to the point of becoming a great burden to their caretakers. 
 

Key Elements of the ELE 
There are five major elements to this meticulously engineered ELE. 
• Release of the COVID-19 Bioweapon and Frequently Bioengineered Variants 
• Launch of Biological and Chemical Weapons via Systematic Spraying of Chemtrail 
Aerosols  
• Military Deployment of 5G (and 4G) Energy Weapons 
• Administration of Annual Flu Vaccine Programs as Hybrid Bioweapons 
• Injection of Bioengineered COVID-19 Vaccines as Stealth Bioweapons 
  
Each of these components of the fastidiously planned ELE has been painstakingly put 
into place over decades so that they could be activated as a coordinated genocidal 
program in 2020 and beyond.  As follows: 
 

Coronavirus COVID-19, 
5G 60 GHz Millimeter Wave, 

Chemtrail-Disseminated Smart Dust 
and Vaccine-Delivered Digitized RNA 

Are Mutually Intensifying Quaternary Weapons 
Deliberately Launched and Coordinated to 

Shut Down a Targeted City or Nation, 
Commit Genocide, Depopulate 

and/or Trigger an ELE 
 
(Source: QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM Activated Before Each Coronavirus 
Cluster Explosion) 
 
The last to be deployed and most important bioweapon in their arsenal is the COVID-19 
vaccine.  Because its efficacy to both, cause death and/or serious debilitation, the 
various Covid injections are the integral element in this ELE plot, which is why there is 
such an overwhelming global push to vaccinate every person on the planet. 
 
In view of how highly experimental the vastly different vaccines truly are, it’s clear that 
each is being beta tested in different countries and within different bloodlines.  Because 
the efficaciousness of each Covid injection to either kill or injure is a function of the 
other 4 components of this QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM, it’s quite likely that the 
ELE perpetrators are gauging it’s lethality within different configurations of the QWS. 
 
Likewise, the DARPA-Big Pharma bioengineers are constantly reformulating each 
subsequent generation of the deadly vaccines in order to continually raise the mortality 
rates.  Moreover, they are quite desperately pushing out an increasing number of 
boosters — IN THE SAME YEAR — which is completely unheard of with vaccines that 
are being administered under “Emergency Authorization Use” only in the USA. 
 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/quaternary-weapon-system-global-pandemic-fabricated-via-covid-19-5g-chemtrails-vaccines/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/quaternary-weapon-system-global-pandemic-fabricated-via-covid-19-5g-chemtrails-vaccines/
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Covid Syndrome & 5G 
Given this much more complex weapon system, which is operational to varying degrees 
throughout the world, Covid Syndrome will manifest differently in each nation and 
locale. 
 
For example, the COVID-19 bioweapon that was released in Wuhan, China is different 
than those launched in Milan, Tehran and New York City.  What each of these major 
metro areas had in common was an intensive roll-out of 5G in 2019.  This is why the 
coronavirus clusters in each of those 4 cities exploded with such a spontaneous 
mushrooming of Covid outbreaks literally overnight; they were triggered by the 
extremely powerful 5G energy grid. (The 5G EMF signal ranges and microwave 
transmissions that were activated have never been experienced by humanity. 
 
KEY POINT: Just how deceitful and stealthy is this long-planned ELE strategy? 
See: OPERATION COVID-19: Desperate Attempt to Deploy 5G Under Cover of Covid 
Bioterrorism to Activate Global Control Matrix 
 
What this really means is that those globalist entities that are behind the military 
deployment of 5G worldwide needed a cover for the inevitable outbreaks of both 5G Flu 
and 5G Syndrome.  The coronavirus pandemic has provided just that, especially in light 
of the fact that many of the symptoms of both are quite similar. See: Is The 
“Coronavirus” Actually Microwave Illness from 4G and 5G Radiation? 
 
There have been many telltale signs that are dead giveaways about the close 
coordination between the military deployment of 5G just before the first major COVID-19 
outbreaks around the world.  For example, Wuhan was established as China’s first 5G 
“Demonstration Zone” in 2019. See: Wuhan City Was expected to have 10,000 5G base 
stations operating by the end of 2019 
 
Another major clue concerns the highly suspicious work being conducted at Harvard 
University.  The activation of 5G energy grids amps up the manifestation and severity of 
Covid symptoms considerably which is why Harvard’s Charles M. Lieber holds the U.S. 
Patent for using 5G radiation to vibrate corona virus particles from preset nanotubule 
containers.  The Chair of the Chemistry Department was arrested and indicted in June 
of 2020. 
 

Chemtrail Syndrome 
When Chemtrail Syndrome is added to the mix, it ought to be easy to understand how 
the human immune system will be eventually overwhelmed.  Just how many assaults 
can the human body take before it starts to break down, particularly for the elderly and 
those with serious comorbidities. See: CHEMTRAIL SYNDROME: A Global Pandemic 
Of Epic Proportions 
 
This is exactly why so many folks over 70 passed after the various Covid bioterrorist 
attacks in the big cities.  Those with multiple medical ailments and chronic health 
conditions affecting the respiratory system also fell prey to the incapacitating cytokine 

https://stateofthenation.co/?p=11088
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=11088
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=14873
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=14873
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=6061
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=5697
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=5697
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=60567
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=60567
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=60567
http://thehealthcoach1.com/?p=3403
http://thehealthcoach1.com/?p=3403
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storms that are only exacerbated by constantly inhaling the toxins and contaminants 
found in chemtrail aerosols.  The spike proteins bioengineered into Covid vaccines only 
add to this devastating onslaught to their immune systems. 
 
Spike Proteins Not Only Promote SARS-CoV infection, 
They Also Trigger ADE Effects as Experienced by HIV Patients 
 
The spraying of chemtrail aerosols over major cities has been secretly going on for 
decades so many folks are already dealing with substantially compromised 
health.  When they flipped the switch on 5G and then fired the COVID-19 bioweapons 
using different modalities of delivery, the chemtrail toxins became much more 
hazardous to health.  The aerosolized and chemically mobile aluminum oxide is 
particularly toxic to the brain when permitted to pass through the blood-brain barrier as 
follows: 

 
 
Source: The Covid PCR Test Swab Can Literally Pierce the Critical Blood Brain Barrier! 
Never in the history of American healthcare has there been such an invasive and painful 
nasal swab test performed en masse.  Now it has come to light that this exceedingly 
dangerous procedure was carried out with highly purposeful design—to profoundly 
undermine the upper respiratory health and blood-brain barrier of as many people as 
possible. 
 

Annual Flu Vaccination Programs 
Over the past 100 years, the number of new strains and variants of influenza has been 
increased by purposeful design.  Even more suspicious is the number of novel flu 
outbreaks that have originated in China, especially throughout the largest coastal 
cities.  This stark reality has given rise to the most vaccinated population on planet 
Earth—the Chinese. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=61048
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=61048
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=60786
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Of course, Big Pharma in the United States has ensured that Americans are also highly 
vaccinated, both children and adult populations.  This catastrophic predicament has 
created a highly conducive environment for the other weapons within the QWS to have 
maximum detrimental effect to the human bio-organism. 
 
Every time any individual receives their annual flu vaccine, the toxic shots negatively 
impact their body’s natural immune response, which then makes them much more 
vulnerable to the whole host of pathogenic micro-organism exposures that exist 
particularly in the dirty crowded cities.  Hence, there is now a direct correlation between 
Covid infection rates and annual flu vaccination rates in metro areas such as Milan, 
New York City and Wuhan. 
 
The real problem here is that, where it concerns the overlay of the COVID-19 vaccines, 
the natural immunity of human body is now being so compromised that people are 
super susceptible to just about any infectious disease or opportunistic pathogen.  For 
example, medical centers in Israel have scientifically documented this dire Covid 
vaccine outcome: Herpes Zoster Reactivation aka Shingles Confirmed as New Side 
Effect from mRNA Vaccines. 
 
The grim reality is that the various Covid jabs are being delivered at such an alarming 
speed to national populations around the globe because those driving this Super 
Vaccination Agenda know that the more time that elapses, the greater the number and 
severity of adverse side effects will be reported.  This unavoidable situation will only 
discourage folks everywhere from being jabbed with these extremely hazardous Covid 
injections. 
 
The CDC, WHO, NIH and FDA have already been apprised of a tremendous number of 
completely unacceptable deaths and injuries directly attributed to Covid injections…but 
they remain criminally silent on the matter.  As follows: 
 
KEY POINT: The COVID-19 vaccines are really kill shots intended to murder and/or 
sicken a certain percentage of the global population and here’s the hard evidence that 
proves it. 
KILL SHOT: COVID-19 Deaths, Disease Count and Vaccine Injuries Far Exceed the 
Very Worst Projections, Too Deadly to Receive FDA Approval 
Nearly 4000 dead & 163,000 injured according to European hard data on the Covid kill 
shot 
3,005 Deaths: Media Silent As CDC’s VAERS Acknowledges Deaths Following 
Experimental COVID Injections Greater In 4 Months Than Previous 13+ Years 
 
Conclusion 
Let’s review what’s really going on here and why this genocidal scheme constitutes an 
EXTINCTION LEVEL EVENT. 
 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=60990
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=60990
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=57690
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=57690
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=57688
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=57688
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=61040
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=61040
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First, there is the pathogenic micro-organism, that was intentionally weaponized in a 
U.S. military laboratory as a specific gene pool-targeted bioweapon called COVID-19, 
which was bioengineered to mutate to elude proper diagnosis as well as morph 
symptomatically to evade effective treatment. 
 
Secondly, there is the overwhelming impact of 5G, 4G, 3G and other electromagnetic 
frequency signal ranges and microwave transmissions on vulnerable individuals with 
respect to triggering COVID-19, as well as sustaining and/or intensifying the disease 
process. 
 
Thirdly, there is a global chemical geoengineering regime that sprays Chemtrails, as 
well as a Super-Vaccination Agenda, which contribute considerably to the state of 
Hypertoxicity of each individual who contracts COVID-19, the severity of which is 
determined by their toxic load or total body burden. 
 
Lastly, there are the various COVID-19 vaccination programs that are both extremely 
harmful and/or deadly.  That the Pfizer and Moderna mRNA injections literally contain 
propylene glycol is a HUGE red flag as it has been proven to be highly toxic.  The other 
vaccines likewise have their own serious hazards to human health such as the fatal 
blood clots caused by the J&J and AstraZeneca shots. 
 
However, it’s the serious long-term adverse health effects of the Covid jabs that will be 
dramatically exacerbated by exposure to each component of the aforementioned 
Quaternary Weapon System. 
 
(Source: CORONAVIRUS SYNDROME: The Ultimate Genocidal Bioweapon System) 
The present human race is undergoing an inexorable, slow-motion Extinction Level 
Event.  However, it must be noted that the manmade ELE briefly described above is 
only one of several other ways that humanity is committing either mass suicide or racial 
genocide. See: Extreme Dangers And Escalating Risks Humanity is Facing Today 
 
Truly, it’s as though humankind has a death wish which has pushed the world 
community of nations into an ever-accelerating downward spiral of environmental 
degradation, societal breakdown, public health disasters, economic collapse and 
incessant warmongering. 
 
When the exceedingly perilous development of AI is added to this mix, especially the 
inordinate drive toward Autonomous Superintelligence, there can be only one 
conclusion; there can be only one hapless result. 
 
“When scientific knowledge and applied technology reach a critical level of 
advancement, without being informed by spiritual truths and guided by moral 
authority, this planetary civilization will cease to exist as it is. Once certain thresholds 
are crossed into forbidden areas of dangerous scientific pursuit and technological 
development, the destiny of the human race will be abruptly and forever altered.” 

http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/coronavirus-syndrome-a-psychogenic-disease-triggered-by-5g-sustained-by-covid-19-and-chemtrails/
http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=29174
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~ Cosmic Convergence Research Group 
(Source: HUGE Changes Coming To Planet Earth) 
State of the Nation 
April 16, 2021 
 
Recommended Reading 
MEDICIDE: How American Hospitals and Doctors Methodically Murder Covid Patients 
Endnotes 
[1] Secret Societies, Power Elite Collectives and Covert Organizations include the 
following abridged list: 
 

The Illuminati, 
Black Nobility, 

Khazarian Mafia, 
The Kahal Of the Cahilla 

British Crown, 
The Pilgrims Society, 

Committee of 300, 
NWO Globalist Cabal, 

Central Banking Cartel, 
World Economic Forum, 

Deep State(s), 
Global Military-Industrial Complex, 

and Zio-Anglo-American Axis 
 
As the unfolding of events and time pass, the skeptic will come to understand what has 
happened to them, and I hope to be able to share more information on this Global 
Extinction Event. 
 
Blessings, 
 
  
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
  

http://cosmicconvergence.org/?p=13
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=60652
https://stateofthenation.co/?p=60062
mailto:EvanTeachr@aol.com
http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22

